Monthly Lesson Prices
45 minute Private/55 minute Small Group (2-3)

$180 (4 lessons)

*If you are scheduled for a group and the other rider is not present on
a particular day, your lesson will be a 45 minute private session

For months with five weeks for your scheduled day, the lesson price will equal the pro-rated amount for that
fifth week OR this lesson can be used as a make-up for a prior or up-coming absence.
All missed lessons must be made up within the month it was missed. If missed lesson is the last week of
the month, rider will have two weeks to make up the lesson. If you are absent due to medical reasons for an
extended time (three weeks or more) and you are able to come for a partial month, lessons can be pro-rated for
that month but your time slot may be changed depending on the length of absence.
Make-ups for cancellations with less than 24 hours notice will be at the discretion of the instructor.
If BEATS cancels due to weather or a holiday, a make-up will be offered. If no suitable make-up can be
fit, then that month will be pro-rated.
Lesson times include appropriate off-horse learning activities as well as riding time as deemed
appropriate by the instructor for the rider’s goals and safety.
Tuition is due on the first lesson of each month. Please make checks payable to BEATS, Inc. If you are
not present for the first lesson of the month, please mail your check to BEATS at 1704 Winston Ct, Woodstock,
GA 30189. You may also pay on-line at www.beats-inc.org however a 3% processing fee will be assessed.
Tuition not paid by the 14th of the month will incur a $15 late fee.

Special Considerations:
*30 minute private lessons may be offered on case-by-case basis for $140 (4 lessons)
A barter discount is available to reduce normal lesson prices to $160/month in exchange for
service to BEATS in the form of chores around the barn, sidewalking or assisting with
events/fundraisers (4 hour minimum per month)
Scholarships (full or partial) may be available and must be applied for. All scholarships require
service to BEATS through assisting with barn chores, sidewalking, assisting with events or
other forms of qualified service.
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